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The Proceedings of the above event were published by the Austrian Association of Court Interpreters (ÖVGD) together with the International Federation of Translators (FIT) as a special issue of the ÖVGD Bulletin. They comprise all papers presented at the congress and three additional country reports as well as the summary of the discussions held on the "Code of Best Practice" and the "Code of Ethics" for court interpreters.

Please order your copy of the Proceedings from Liese Katschinka, FIT Committee for Legal Translators and Court Interpreters, P. O. Box 21, A-1184 Vienna, Austria, (e-mail: liese-katschinka@eunet.at, fax: + (43) 1 - 470 98 194,). The price is ATS 300.00 / 21.801 (incl. postage).
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L. Katschinka / C. Springer
The Editors

N.B.: Since it is still very expensive, on account of bank charges, to make payment transfers from abroad or to cash checks, we recommend to issue checks in euro or transfer the amount in euro or enclose the amount in cash and send your order by registered mail.
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I, ____________________________________________________ (first and surname),
of ____________________________________________________ (address)
herewith order
_____ copy / copies of the Graz Proceedings at the price of ATS 300.00 (21.801) per copy (incl. postage),
and I transfer the amount in question to the bank account no. 00034931643 in the name of Liese Katschinka, with Die Erste Bank (bank code: 20111), free of charges to the receiver of the payment) / I enclose the amount in ATS / DEM / USD.
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